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Transition of Discovery services to Trove
Trove = ‘single business discovery project’.
7 years in planning.  Ultimate aim to transition all NLA managed discovery services into Trove. 
Objectives:
•	Single point of access to Australian information for users.
•	Efficiency for IT and service owner teams if one single architecture behind the scenes.
•	Updated architecture to enable more user features and scalability for vast content. 

NLA Strategic Directions 2009-2011
“We will explore new models for creating and sharing information and for collecting materials, including supporting the creation of knowledge by our users. “

“The changing expectations of users that they will not be passive receivers of information, but rather contributors and participants in information services.”

Transition of NLA Discovery Services to Trove – status
•	Register of Archives and Manuscripts: Complete 2009
•	Libraries Australia free public search: Complete 2009
•	Australian Newspapers: In progress 
•	Australian Research Online: Just starting
•	Picture Australia: end 2010
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Subject: Music specific.	Not subject based. Covers all subjects. Browse zones are by format. Music crosses several zones and is not confined to ‘music’ zone. 
Region and selection: Australian only and very selective. 	Australian as primary focus but broader in some areas. Not hand selected, includes as much as possible.
Content: Heavily based on ANBD sub selections. 	Includes entire ANBD and significant sources not in ANBD as well e.g. newspapers, NFSA data.





Interface: Clean/simple interfaces.	Busy/complex interfaces.
Search strategy: Advanced search interface- can immediately restrict to specific formats.	Simple search interface, search first then limit by format using facets. (Advanced search planned).
Results list: Search only retrieves Australian music related items.	Search retrieves results other than music subjects and broader than Australian (options to restrict to Australian, and limit further).





Themes: Can only be created by NLA staff. Can only browse them not search for them.	List feature - anyone can create. Can browse and search for them.
Discussion: No mechanism for user or contributor discussion with MA.	Forum – anyone can post. Users can contact other users.
Commenting, rating, tagging, text correction: Not possible in MA.	Anyone can use any feature on any item. Text correction for newspaper articles.
Your profile: Not possible in MA.	Set up your profile so that you can search across your favourite libraries. Can also create your own private lists of resources, see your tagging, commenting and text correction activity. Ranking tables.
Adding images: Not possible in MA.	Anyone can add images to Flickr group for upload to Trove.

10 Possible transition concerns and issues.

1.	Loss of a well known music brand in the music community.  We will have to work at promoting Trove to the music community – how? Can we retain the music community we have built up?
2.	MA is music focused and Trove is not. 
3.	MA interface is 100% designed towards music searchers, Trove is more general.
4.	MA has a more traditional search method with simple screens and advanced search.  Trove is a Google style search engine without a traditional advanced search. Have to learn to use facets to limit and drill down and it takes more clicks to navigate around. (Advanced search is planned).
5.	Trove excels at topic based discover searches but can sometimes be difficult to find known items. Do you have examples? This may be able to be improved.
6.	You always get more results back from Trove because it is broader than Australia and music, and you can discover more. This could be annoying and confusing, or much better depending what you are looking for.
7.	New users searching on Google are more likely to find content in Trove than Music Australia, even though it is not branded as music because it is harvested by Google and other search engines.
8.	Users can engage with content and each other in Trove. Follows web 2.0 and Gov 2.0 principles. This isn’t possible in MA. Do you want to get user engagement content back?
9.	Will the way contributors give their content need to change?




•	On balance are the 10 points issues or not?
•	If yes why, and how much do they matter?
•	Are there other issues, concerns you have?
•	Is there any feature in MA not in Trove that you really would like to retain?
•	Is there any feature not in either service that you would really like to have?
•	What is the potential of Trove for the music community?


Notes for presenters- questions to facilitate discussion:

•	Can we simply turn MA off? Consequences and implications?
•	What ‘best’ features of MA would we need/want to retain? 
•	How could we build a music community within Trove? 
•	Format vs Subject is it an issue? How to address?
•	What features can we exploit in Trove that would assist music users and enhance experience?
•	How do we maintain ongoing development of digital music content in and outside of sector?
•	How do we bring in other contributors? 

NLA 8 Key Messages

Continue to:
1.	Contribute your content to us.
2.	Digitise, especially unique collections – and let us know what you are doing.
3.	Catalogue and maintain holdings for ANBD.
4.	Build new services and share data in these.
5.	Work with us – tell us what you think and want!
6.	Educate your communities about Trove.
7.	Utilise web 2.0 features in Trove to add context, and relevance to content and connect with the virtual community.
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